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Abstract

The degradation of messenger RNA is of universal impor-
tance for controlling gene expression. It directly affects pro-
tein synthesis by modulating the amount of mRNA available
for translation. Regulation of mRNA decay provides an effi-
cient means to produce just the proteins needed and to rap-
idly alter patterns of protein synthesis. In bacteria, the
half-lives of individual mRNAs can differ by as much as two
orders of magnitude, ranging from seconds to an hour. Most
of what we know today about the diverse mechanisms of
mRNA decay and maturation in prokaryotes comes from
studies of the two model organisms Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis. Their evolutionary distance provided a large
picture of potential pathways and enzymes involved in
mRNA turnover. Among them are three ribonucleases, two
of which have been discovered only recently, which have a
truly general role in the initiating events of mRNA degra-
dation: RNase E, RNase J and RNase Y. Their enzymatic
characteristics probably determine the strategies of mRNA
metabolism in the organism in which they are present. These
ribonucleases are coded, alone or in various combinations,
in all prokaryotic genomes, thus reflecting how mRNA turn-
over has been adapted to different ecological niches through-
out evolution.
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Introduction

Degradation of mRNA is a vital process that enables bacteria
to rapidly alter patterns of protein synthesis in an ever-chang-
ing environment. The instability of mRNA is also funda-
mental to permit transcriptional control of gene expression.
In exponentially growing prokaryotic cells, mRNA half-lives
range from seconds to over an hour. Controlling the lifetime
of an mRNA can thus be an efficient way to control gene
expression.

Ribonuclease cleavage is not always synonymous to deg-
radation. Some mRNA transcripts can also be productively
cleaved (a process normally called processing), so that the
major translated species in vivo is not the primary transcript.
In this case, endonucleolytic cleavage can occur between
open reading frames of a polycistronic mRNA and generate
transcripts with very different half-lives. As a consequence,
a regulatory and a structural protein, for example, can be
produced in the very different stoichiometric amounts needed
by the bacteria (1, 2).

For more than 30 years, mRNA degradation in bacteria
was essentially studied in Escherichia coli (E. coli). Our
view of mRNA decay was thus entirely based on the types
of RNases present in this organism. The model that emerged
from these studies concluded that degradation of mRNA
begins with endonucleolytic cleavage at one or more internal
sites to produce short-lived decay intermediates. The endo-
nuclease most important for initiating mRNA turnover in
E. coli is RNase E (3–8). Minor roles are attributed to other
more specialized endonucleases, such as RNase G (an RNase
E paralog), RNase III, RNase Z and RNase P. Several 39
exonucleases, notably polynucleotide phosphorylase
(PNPase), RNase II, RNase R and oligoribonuclease, then
act as scavengers of the initial cleavage products (9–11).
Despite the predominant role of RNase E in initiating mRNA
decay, alternate pathways should not be neglected. Notably
the transient addition of poly(A) tails to E. coli RNAs is
crucial for the 39 exonucleolytic degradation of stem-loop
structures in decay intermediates, but it is not yet clear what
proportion of mRNA degradation is initiated by 39polyade-
nylation (12–15).

Despite its central role in mRNA metabolism in E. coli,
RNase E is absent from many bacterial species, including
many firmicutes, such as Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) and
even some proteobacteria (16). In B. subtilis, just as in
E. coli, the 59 end is a major determinant of mRNA stability.
However, the stabilizing effects of a 59 « roadblock », like a
stalled ribosome, are far more impressive in Bacilli, where
the entire downstream segment (but not the upstream seg-
ment) can be protected from degradation, even in the absence
of translation. Recent advances in the study of mRNA
metabolism in organisms devoid of RNase E included the
discovery of the paralogous RNases J1 (rnjA) and J2 (rnjB)
in B. subtilis, initially characterized as endoribonucleases
with RNase E-like cleavage specificity (17). Subsequently,
RNases J1/J2 were shown to also possess 59-39 exonuclease
activity (18), an activity previously unprecedented in bacte-
ria. RNase J1 was actually the first ribonuclease identified
capable to perform both types of activity, endo- and exonu-
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cleolytic, using a single catalytic site (19). Notably, the 59
exonucleolytic activity, which strongly prefers a monophos-
phorylated RNA 59 end (18, 19), was welcome as it could
best explain the strong 59 dependence of mRNA stability
observed in Bacilli. RNase J1 was thus assumed to be the
key enzyme initiating RNA turnover in B. subtilis. However,
the recent identification of RNase Y as a 59 end sensitive
endoribonuclease with a cleavage site preference similar to
RNase E and RNase J1/J2 (20, 21) clearly requires a re-
evaluation of current models on RNA decay in B. subtilis.

RNases E, J and Y are represented throughout prokaryotic
phylogeny, alone or in diverse combinations. Their inherent
enzymatic characteristics and global impact on RNA metab-
olism are likely to shape, to a very significant extent, the
strategies of initiation of mRNA degradation employed by
various organisms. Here, we will focus on these three key
ribonucleases and how they fit into our current understanding
of mRNA processing and degradation in bacteria. In parti-
cular, the recently discovered RNases J and Y will be com-
pared to RNase E, the paradigm for enzymes initiating RNA
decay. Only certain relevant aspects of RNase E will be
described here; a recent comprehensive review on this
enzyme can be found elsewhere (22).

Global effects on mRNA metabolism

In E. coli, under equilibrium growth conditions the principal
pathway for mRNA degradation is mediated by RNase E.
The early availability of thermosensitive RNase E mutations
allowed researchers to appreciate the full impact of this
enzyme on mRNA decay. Thermal inactivation of RNase E
increases the chemical stability of global mRNA up to six-
fold, from about 2.5 min to over 10 min (4, 7). Macro- and
tiling array studies of an rne deletion mutant, viable due to
overexpression of the paralogous RNase G (which has only
very few mRNA substrates), showed that about 40% of all
mRNAs increased at least 1.5-fold (23, 24) but about 25%
of all mRNAs actually decreased under these conditions (24).
It is difficult to estimate potential indirect effects associated
with the removal of an important ribonuclease, but it is clear
that the post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression in
E. coli is far more complex than previously envisioned.

In B. subtilis, depletion of RNase J1 in a strain also lack-
ing RNase J2 only modestly increased global mRNA stability
from 2.6 to 3.6 min and single mutants showed no effect
(17). In agreement, a transcriptome and proteome study
found only a minor effect of depleting cells for RNase J1
alone or inactivating RNase J2. In the double mutant, the
levels of more than 650 transcripts were altered and the
amount of, more than 200 proteins, from about 1000 proteins
visible on 2D-gels, were significantly changed. These chang-
es concerned roughly equal numbers of up- and downregu-
lated transcripts/proteins (25). For four specific transcripts
(cspC, spoVG, tagD and yweA) a significant increase in
mRNA half-life was confirmed by Northern blot analysis.
This clearly indicated a general role of RNases J1 and J2 in
mRNA turnover. Among the transcripts showing increased

expression in the double mutant, more than one fourth
belonged to large regulons controlled by specialized sigma
factors or regulatory proteins whose mRNAs were also more
abundant (e.g., SigmaD, SigmaW and ComK dependent
competence regulons). Ten percent to fifteen percent of the
wild type RNase J1 level is sufficient for normal growth, but
more RNase J1 is needed in the double mutant to compensate
for the loss of RNase J2 (25). With about 2500 molecules
per wild type cell (26), RNase J1 is thus produced in signif-
icant excess over the cell’s requirements. Interestingly,
10%–20% of RNase E produced in a wild type strain is also
sufficient to ensure normal growth of E. coli and under these
conditions mRNAs known to decay in an RNase E-depend-
ent fashion start to show increased half-lives (27–29). Pre-
sumably, some targets of RNase J1/J2 may only be detected
under more severe depletion conditions. Among the many
mRNAs with reduced abundance in the RNase J1/J2 mutant
strain, a significant proportion is probably not stabilized by
the action of the nucleases. Instead, this decrease in mRNA
levels is probably a secondary effect that can be associated
with, for example, a reduced growth rate and/or changes in
the steady state levels of small regulatory RNAs or other
unidentified regulatory factors. In addition, mutants that
retain only a single activity, endo- or 59 exonucleolytic,
would be useful to attribute an effect to one or the other
activity.

The group A Streptococci (GAS) also have two RNase J
orthologs and, interestingly, both are essential (30). In this
organism, differential mRNA stability is an important mecha-
nism for the regulation of virulence factors. Indeed, two clas-
ses of transcripts have been described in this organism. Class
I mRNAs decay rapidly in all growth phases, while class II
transcripts remain stable for )10 min in the exponential
phase before their decay is initiated and are very stable in
the stationary phase. The degradation of both classes of
mRNAs is affected in RNase J1 and J2 conditional mutants.
It has been suggested that degradation of class II transcripts
only occurs once RNases J1 and J2 are released from their
primary task, degrading preferred class I mRNAs (30).

RNase J orthologs have recently also been characterized
as 59 exoribonucleases in the eury- and crenarcheal clades of
the archea (31, 32). Their importance in global mRNA turn-
over is not yet well established. However, in S. solfataricus,
the g subunit of translation initiation factor a/eIF2 was
shown to specifically bind to the 59 PPP moiety of mRNA
and to protect it from 59 exonucleolytic decay (33). This
protection could be particularly important because mRNAs
in this organism are generally leaderless (34).

The third nuclease with global effects is RNase Y. This
novel and essential endoribonuclease co-exists with RNase J
and/or RNase E in many bacterial species (20, 21) (see
below). Bacillus subtilis RNase Y has striking functional
similarities with E. coli RNase E and its depletion increases
the half-life of bulk mRNA more than two-fold (20). Prelim-
inary analysis of a tiling array study of an RNase Y depleted
strain identified more than 1200 potential substrates and it
supports the initial finding on the global effect of RNase Y
on mRNA turnover (our unpublished results). In S. aureus
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and S. pyogenes, orthologs of RNase Y have been implicated
in the regulation of virulence gene expression (35, 36). The
S. pyogenes enzyme is not essential and has not formally
been shown to be an RNase. However, its deletion altered
the expression of up to 30% of the transcriptome in the sta-
tionary phase, including multiple virulence genes (36).

Endonucleolytic cleavage specificity

Escherichia coli RNase E and B. subtilis RNases J1/J2 and
Y are very diverse enzymes that have no sequence similarity.
However, despite their apparent disparity, they share certain
common features. The most significant is probably their sim-
ilar endonucleolytic cleavage specificity. RNase E does not
depend on a particular nucleotide sequence for cleavage (37,
38) but a certain preference for AU-rich single-stranded
sequences and other parameters has been established
(39–41). In B. subtilis, the existence of an RNase E-like
activity was suggested 15 years ago by the observation that
cleavage of the leader region of the thrS gene (encoding
threonyl-tRNA synthetase) occurred at a similar site
upstream of a terminator structure in B. subtilis and E. coli.
In E. coli, the processing was shown to be RNase E-depend-
ent (42). The genome sequence published shortly thereafter,
unequivocally showed that B. subtilis has no authentic RNase
E ortholog. This initiated a search for an enzyme in B. sub-
tilis capable of cleaving the thrS leader RNA and led to the
discovery of the RNases J1 and J2 via a biochemical
approach (17). RNase E and RNases J1 and J2 can cleave
the thrS mRNA in vitro at the same AU-rich site immediately
upstream of the leader terminator (Figure 1B). Evidence that
RNase J1/J2 can cleave similar sequences in vivo was
obtained from studies on the thrZ gene, encoding a second
threonyl-tRNA synthetase, and which contains a leader RNA
configuration very similar to that of the thrS gene (17). In
both cases, this processing event is not a decay initiating step
but rather protects (and stabilizes) the downstream mRNA.
The cleavage leaves a secondary structure (the terminator)
at the 59 end of the mRNA, which probably protects against
the 59 exonucleolytic activity of RNase J1.

As an endoribonuclease, RNase J1 has since been impli-
cated in the maturation of the small cytoplasmic (sc) RNA,
a component of the signal recognition particle for protein
export (43) as well as in the turnover of the B. subtilis trp
leader (Figure 1C). This is important for the recycling of the
repressor protein TRAP, bound by this region, to avoid
deregulation of other genes controlled by TRAP (44).

RNases J1 and J2 likely exist as a heterooligomeric com-
plex in vivo (26). Indeed, both enzymes originally co-puri-
fied in stoichiometric quantities, despite the fact that à priori
they should exhibit quite different chromatographic behavior,
i.e., isoelectric points of 6.1 (J1) and 8.8 (J2) (17). The
RNase J1/J2 complex has a somewhat different endonucleo-
lytic cleavage specificity in vitro compared to the individual
enzymes (26).

Notwithstanding the above examples, RNase J1/J2 endo-
nucleolytic activity in vivo is not well documented and it

might be rare under physiological conditions. There are sev-
eral reasons as to why bone-fide RNase J endonucleolytic
targets are difficult to identify. The action of RNase J as a
dual activity enzyme is complicated to analyze. Every RNA
endonucleolytically cleaved by RNase J could directly
become a substrate for its exonucleolytic activity (see
below). In addition, compared to RNase E, high enzyme con-
centrations, generally in significant excess over the substrate,
are required to observe cleavage in vitro (17, 45, 46). This
does not exclude the fact that RNase J does act as an endo-
nuclease in vivo, but could simply reflect the fact that the
few substrates tested so far are not present in the optimal
conformation, or that we are missing an additional factor
required for cleavage. However, new crystallographic data,
discussed further on, provide a rational insight into why the
endonucleolytic activity of RNase J might be restricted in
vivo (47, 48). In the archea, recently identified RNase J
orthologs have a strong 59 exonucleolytic activity but no sig-
nificant endonuclease activity (31, 32). In contrast, myco-
bacterial RNase J has both 59 exo- and endonucleolytic
activity (Taverniti and Putzer, unpublished results).

B. subtilis RNase Y was recently characterized as an endo-
ribonuclease that cleaves in AU rich single-stranded regions
close to secondary structure. In addition, the rate of cleavage
is enhanced on RNA substrates carrying a 59 monophosphate
group (20). RNase Y initiates the turnover of all ten
S-adenosyl-methione (SAM) dependent riboswitches by
cleaving immediately up- and downstream of the SAM apta-
mer (Figure 1E). Cleavage of the upstream site in vitro
depends on SAM binding to the aptamer RNA. This require-
ment is probably less specific than it might appear; in fact,
SAM binding leads to the formation of a secondary structure
immediately downstream of the cleavage site. Such a context
appears to be important; the second RNase Y cleavage of
the SAM riboswitch also occurs upstream of a secondary
structure, the leader terminator (Figure 1E). RNase Y has
also been implicated in the processing of the B. subtilis
cggR-gapA-pgk-tpi-pgm-eno operon in vivo, that uncouples
the expression of the regulator CggR from that of the gly-
colytic proteins encoded by the operon (21). By its AU-rich-
ness and the presence of a downstream secondary structure,
the previously known processing site (Figure 1D) that occurs
close to the end of the cggR mRNA (2) resembles the RNase
Y upstream site in the SAM riboswitch, at present the only
substrate whose cleavage site has been verified in vitro.
RNase Y has also been proposed to initiate the decay of the
rpsO mRNA, by cleaving near the 39 end of the mature tran-
script (49), but the exact cleavage site has not been
identified.

The known or suspected RNase Y cleavage sites could
easily be considered as RNase E sites, particularly the struc-
tured RNA substrates that function as internal entry sites that
bypass the usual 59-end requirements of RNase E (50, 51)
(Figure 1A). Interestingly, RNase Y can cleave the B. subtilis
thrS leader in vitro at the same site upstream of the leader
terminator (our unpublished results), as already described for
RNase E and RNases J1 and J2 (Figure 1B). The fact that
even a single substrate can be cleaved by all three enzymes,
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Figure 1 Endonucleolytic cleavage sites of RNases E, J and Y on natural substrates.
(A) Decay initiating internal RNase E cleavage in vivo of the 39 UTR of the rpsO mRNA (118, 119). (B) Cleavage of the B. subtilis thrS
mRNA 59-UTR upstream of the leader terminator in vitro by RNases E, J and Y. Cleavage in vivo probably mediated essentially by RNase
Y (unpublished observations). (C) Processing of the B. subtilis trpE 59 attenuator region by RNase J1 initiating the recycling of the TRAP
regulatory protein (120). (D) In vivo cleavage by RNase Y within the B. subtilis cggR coding region, uncoupling cggR expression from
that of the downstream gapA gene (21). (E) RNase Y cleavages in vivo and in vitro of the B. subtilis yitJ SAM riboswitch RNA initiating
the decay of the SAM bound prematurely terminated leader RNA (20). Encircled triplets represent stop codons of the concerned genes.

suggests a convergent evolutionary pressure towards an
enzymatic activity that appears to be important across species
boundaries.

It can also be noted that the similar endonucleolytic cleav-
age specificity of B. subtilis RNases J1/J2 and RNase Y com-
plicates the assignment of cleavages to one or other enzyme,
and will require a re-evaluation of cleavages attributed solely
to RNase J.

Sensitivity to the RNA 59 end

The 59 end is a site of critical importance for the fate of
many prokaryotic mRNA transcripts, in eubacteria as well
as in the archea. The accessibility, structure and/or the phos-

phorylation state of the 59 terminal nucleotide often deter-
mines the stability of an mRNA, but by involving different
pathways and enzymes in different phyla.

The endoribonucleolytic activity of RNase E can be modu-
lated considerably by the nature of the 59 end of an RNA
substrate. This appears to hold true not only for the E. coli
enzyme, but also for RNase E homologs from other species
(52, 53), as well as for the paralogous RNase G (54, 55).
For example, replacement of the 59 UTR of a relatively labile
mRNA with that of the long-lived ompA mRNA (15–20 min
half-life) increased its stability to roughly that of the donor
transcript (56). The principal element conferring increased
stability was identified as a stem-loop structure no more than
2–4 nucleotides away from the 59 end (57). Studies on the
RNase E dependent decay of the rpsT mRNA (encoding
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Figure 2 Domain structures of RNases E, J and Y.
For a general description, see text. RNase E protein domains estab-
lishing interactions with degradosome components are in gray.
TMDstransmembrane domain.

ribosomal protein S20) and investigations using short olig-
omeric RNase E substrates revealed the importance of the
phosphorylation state of the RNA 59 end. Indeed, an RNA
carrying a 59 monophosphate was cleaved more efficiently
than the same RNA with a 59 triphosphate or hydroxyl group
(55, 58–60). Importantly, even when monophosphorylated,
the 59 end of the RNA has to be in an accessible, i.e., single-
stranded, conformation, in order to stimulate RNase E cleav-
age (58, 61).

The recently discovered 59 pyrophophatase RppH can con-
vert the 59 PPP moiety of primary transcripts to a 59 mono-
phosphate (62, 63), an activity exploited by RNase E. In this
novel decay pathway, internal cleavage by RNase E, is thus
triggered by a prior event at the 59 end. The action of RppH
and the recognition of the 59 P end by RNase E both require
single-stranded 59 termini. However, RppH is non-essential
and its disruption only affects the stability of about 10% of
all E. coli transcripts (63). Given the substantially larger pro-
portion of E. coli transcripts destabilized by the action of
RNase E compared to RppH, it is likely that the rate limiting
step in mRNA degradation in many cases is an « internal
entry » cleavage by RNase E, modulated by the efficiency
of translation of a given transcript (50, 51, 64, 65). Interest-
ingly, a protein with RppH-like activity, was also identified
very recently in B. subtilis (encoded by the gene ytkD). It
was shown to initiate the 59 exonucleolytic degradation of an
mRNA following conversion of the 59 PPP moiety to a 59P
(66). The number of potential substrates of this non-essential
pyrophosphohydrolase is not yet known.

Compared to E. coli, the 59 end has been invoked as an
even more crucial determinant of mRNA stability in Gram-
positive bacteria, notably in B. subtilis (61–72). Secondary
structure, bound proteins and strong ribosome binding sites
near the 59 end of an mRNA, can stabilize long stretches of
downstream RNA, regardless of whether or not it is trans-
lated. This protection, at a distance, is a distinguishing fea-
ture between B. subtilis and E. coli RNA degradation (73).

RNases J1 and J2 were initially identified as 59 end
dependent endoribonucleases (17) that can cleave the B. sub-
tilis thrS leader at two sites, one of which was only cleaved
on a 59 monophosphorylated transcript. It is now clear that
the 59-P dependent « cleavage » on the thrS mRNA is due
to an arrest of the 59 exonucleolytic activity of RNases J1/
J2 at a secondary structure (19).

The 59 exonucleolytic activity of RNase J1 is most active
on 59 monophosphorylated or 59 hydroxylated RNA (18) and
strongly inhibited by 59PPP ends of primary transcripts (19,
46). In contrast, available evidence indicates that the endo-
nucleolytic cleavage is independent of the nature of the RNA
59 end (17, 18).

The 59 exonucleolytic activity of RNase J2 measured on a
short oligomeric RNA is about 200-fold lower than that of
RNase J1 (26). We would like to note here that the in vitro
activity of RNases J1/J2 can be very sensitive to the presence
of affinity tags. For example, a His-tag can increase the 59
exonucleolytic activity up to 10-fold over an enzyme purified
by intein technology which produces a native protein. Simi-
larly, the efficiency of RNase J1 mediated endonucleolytic

cleavage, can be greatly attenuated when the protein main-
tains a tag (our unpublished results). Although this obser-
vation does not question the principal conclusions drawn
from various in vitro experiments, it points out the fact that
a tag might have a considerable influence on enzyme activity.

RNase Y does not only share a similar cleavage specificity
with RNase E, but also a sensitivity to the phosphorylation
state of the substrate. The initial rate of RNase Y cleavage
on the SAM riboswitch RNA is 20-fold faster when the RNA
carries a 59-P rather than a 59-PPP. However, in vivo, RNase
Y most likely initiates SAM riboswitch degradation through
cleavage of the primary tri-phosphorylated transcript (20),
similar to the internal entry mode for RNase E. At present,
we ignore to what extent tethering to the 59-P group of an
RNA is important for the function of RNase Y in vivo.

Protein structure and catalytic mechanism

Despite some clear functional analogies between RNases E,
J and Y, the three enzymes have evolved independently.
There is no sequence similarity and the proteins belong to
different structural families (Figure 2). Recent crystallo-
graphic data on the structures of RNase E and RNase J have
considerably helped to rationalize the enzymatic behavior of
these enzymes, and some surprising structural similarities
have also been revealed (see below).

For RNase E, we will only describe the most relevant
information in order to highlight the principle differences
with respect to RNase J. The RNase E catalytic domain cor-
responds to the N-terminal half of the 1061 aa protein and
the crystal structure of this domain (aa 1–529) bound to
small RNA substrates has been solved (74). It is a composite
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of recurrent structural subdomains that closely resembles the
globular folds of RNase H, DNase I and the ubiquitous S1
RNA binding domain (Figure 2A). The enzyme crystallized
as a dimer of dimers and each protomer carries a 59P binding
pocket distinct from its active site. A substrate carrying an
accessible 59P can bind to the 59P binding pocket of one
protomer, and can be cleaved in the active site of the other
protomer, within the same « principal » dimer. This explains
why the enzyme prefers 59P substrates and why dimeric or
higher order complexes are necessary to express this pref-
erence (55). Between these two points of interaction, there
is room to accommodate long, and even structured, RNA
stretches, indicating that the enzyme does not need to scan
the RNA to reach downstream cleavage sites. However, this
mode of action also imposes constraints concerning the con-
formation of the substrate. The RNA must be single-stranded
at the 59P and at the cleavage site, and the separation between
them should fit the geometry of the enzyme. Enzyme spec-
ificity thus probably results from the fact that many RNAs
are not able to satisfy all of these requirements simultane-
ously (74).

The available structures of RNase E, from the holoenzyme
as well as the apo-form (75), reveal large conformational
changes upon substrate binding. While the apo-form is in an
open state, it has been proposed that binding of the 59P to
the 59 sensor domain causes this domain, together with the
neighboring S1 domain, to clampdown on the downstream
RNA to organize the catalytic site. However, it is not obvious
how binding at the 59P could by itself induce the confor-
mational switch. Studies with the paralogous RNase G
showed that interaction with the 59 monophosphate contri-
butes to the overall affinity of binding (76). Thus, it can be
envisaged that a monophosphorylated 59 end contributes to
RNase E activity by increasing the affinity of the enzyme
for the RNA.

As indicated earlier, RNase E can cleave certain substrates
directly without any need to tether to the 59 end (50, 51, 65).
It has been proposed that these structured RNA substrates
are accommodated in the large cleft seen in the open state
structure. In this way, the structured RNA could fill the space
by binding to the S1 domain and presenting a single-stranded
region correctly to the active site residues without requiring
the S1 domain movement.

RNase J is a member of the b-CASP subfamily of zinc-
dependent metallo-b-lactamases (Figure 2B), a category tak-
ing its name from the proteins CIPSF-73, AI rtemis (involved
in V(D)J recombination) and the SInm1/PIso2 enzyme family
(involved in DNA repair) (77). The structure of Thermus
thermophilus RNase J, the apo-form as well as a complex
with UMP, has been solved to high resolution (19). The
enzyme is composed of three major domains (Figure 3A):
the b-lactamase domain, the b-CASP domain (which is
inserted into the b-lactamase core) and a C-terminal domain
connected to the b-lactamase domain by a flexible linker.
The enzyme contains a single catalytic site. It is defined by
the presence of two Zn ions coordinated in an octahedral
environment, which are located deep in the cleft between the
b-lactamase and b-CASP domains (Figure 3B). Access to

the active site is limited in the structure that corresponds to
a ‘closed’ conformation. This conformation must open up to
allow access and movement of the RNA.

Mutations affecting the coordination of the zinc ions abol-
ish both endo- and 59 exonucleolytic activity, indicating that
a single catalytic site is reponsible for the dual activity of
RNase J (19). When soaked into the crystal, UMP binds to
a site one nucleotide distant from the catalytic center (Figure
3B), thus representing the post-cleavage state of the RNase
J in 59 exonuclease mode. The 59 monophosphate group is
coordinated by several residues creating a phosphate-binding
pocket for the 59 terminal nucleotide and thus providing a
rationale for the enzyme’s preference for a 59P in exonuclease
mode. However, a 59OH group can be accommodated in this
site and a nice example of RNase J1 acting on such a sub-
strate in vivo is the turnover of the riboswitch-regulated glmS
mRNA. In the presence of glucosamine-6-phosphate, the
riboswitch is activated to become a self-cleaving ribozyme,
generating a downstream fragment bearing a 59OH which is
degraded by RNase J1 (78).

In contrast, a 59 triphosphate bound by the g-phosphate
would place the scissile phosphodiester bond out of phase
with the catalytic Zn ions. The one nucleotide separation
between the 59-P binding pocket and the active site suggested
that the endo- and exonucleolytic activities of RNase J can
be coupled. In fact, the downstream product of endonucleo-
lytic cleavage, bearing a 59-P, would be perfectly placed to
slide into the monophosphate-binding pocket, enabling the
enzyme to switch to 59 exonucleolytic mode on the same
RNA molecule. Mutations that reduce the coordination of the
phosphate moiety, but add no steric constraints, fully retain
both activities. However, replacing a coordinating residue
with a bulkier amino acid like leucine, severely inhibits not
only the 59-exo- but also the endonucleolytic activity (19).
Thus, as expected, inhibition of 59-phosphate docking does
eliminate the exonuclease activity, but it is less evident why
these mutations also have an effect on the endonucleolytic
activity (see later in text). Nevertheless, it is clear that the
accommodation of the phosphate group (and also of a 59-
OH) does not require optimal coordination, but rather unhin-
dered steric access to the binding pocket that puts no
constraints on the correct positioning of the scissile phos-
phodiester bond.

Bacillus subtilis RNase J1 as an N-terminal 6xHis version
and native RNase J1, exist predominantly as a dimer in solu-
tion, together with minor quantities of monomers and tetra-
mers (19, 48). By contrast, C-terminally His-tagged RNase
J1 primarily forms a tetramer in solution (26). The observed
difference in the oligomerization state thus appears to stem
from the position of the His-tag. The linker and the C-ter-
minal domains are required for activity and maintaining the
dimeric state in solution (19). At present, it is not clear
whether it is the dimerization of the enzyme, the C-terminal
domain itself, or both, that is important for enzyme function.
By comparison, archeal RNase J orthologs, which show only
59 exonuclease activity (31, 32) have no equivalent C-ter-
minal domain, but their oligomerization status is unknown.

It is noteworthy that the structure of the catalytic domain
of RNase E (aa 1–529) shows some surprising similarities
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Figure 3 Structure of T. thermophilus RNase J and close-up of the active site (20).
(A) Structure of the RNase J monomer. The yellow spheres represent the two Znq2 ions in the active site. N and C indicate the N- and
C-terminal ends of the protein, respectively. (B) The catalytic center of RNase J complexed with a UMP residue. Dotted orange lines
indicate ligand-mediated and hydrogen bond interactions. (C) Slab view of RNA binding channels (47). Positively charged surfaces are
shown in blue; negatively charged surfaces are shown in red. The bound 4nt RNA is shown in yellow. Two extra nucleotides (orange) are
modeled to show the RNA in endonucleolytic binding mode. (D) Comparison of the electrostatic surfaces of RNase J and the catalytic N-
terminal domain of E. coli RNase E. Both structures are presented with the active site facing upwards.

with that of RNase J. In addition, to a similar overall shape
(Figure 3D), the C-terminal domain of RNase J shares the
same architecture with an equivalent domain of the catalytic
part of RNase E (Figure 2) (19, 74). The significance of this
observation, if any, remains to be analyzed.

New information on how RNase J functions, comes from
two recent studies that show the RNase J structure in an open
conformation: one describes the structure of T. thermophilus
RNase J bound to a short 4-nucleotide RNA (47); the other
that of B. subtilis RNase J1 in the apo-form including a mod-
el for the enzyme/RNA complex (48). In the open structures,
the angle between the b-lactamase and b-CASP domains is
widened to create a channel for the RNA. This channel is
only wide enough for a single-stranded RNA, which explains
the enzyme’s substrate preference. Most of the amino acids
contact the RNA through the sugar-phosphate backbone, as
expected for an exonuclease. The catalytic mechanism is
anticipated to be identical to that of other b-lactamases. For
T. thermophilus RNase J, this would involve an aspartate
residue (Asp79, Figure 3B) to act as a general base, taking

a proton from a nearby water molecule. The resulting
hydroxyl ion then attacks the scissile phosphodiester bond,
polarized by the Zn ions.

B. subtilis RNase J1 is a processive 59 exonuclease, which
implies that it must have at least two points of attachment
for RNA, to not lose contact with the substrate during the
translocation step. RNase J1 becomes distributive once the
substrate is shorter than 5 nucleotides (47). The first binding
site obviously is the 59 phosphate-binding pocket while the
second site of attachment is thought to be a path of positively
charged residues at the surface of the b-CASP domain. In
accordance with the biochemical data, the 5th residue would
be the first to exit the catalytic channel and bind to the pos-
itively charged residues (47).

Euryarcheal RNase J is also a processive 59 exonuclease
(31), but its crenarcheal counterpart appears to be distributive
(32).

Three active site residues, equivalent to Asp79, His80 and
His376 in T. thermophilus RNase J (also present in B. subtilis
RNase J1), all of which co-ordinate to one of the catalytic
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Zn ions, are not conserved in B. subtilis RNase J2 (Glu78,
Asn79 and Asn390). This suggests that RNase J2 cannot
bind both Zn ions, probably causing a change in the geom-
etry of the catalytic site. These differences might explain the
weaker 59 exonuclease activity of RNase J2 compared to that
of RNase J1 (26, 48). Surprisingly, RNase J2 retains equiv-
alent endonuclease activity to RNase J1 (17, 26).

Interestingly, the RNase J open conformation structures
show that the RNA channel continues past the active site and
the 59 phosphate-binding pocket, providing clues as to how
RNase J might function in endonucleolytic mode (47, 48)
(Figure 3C). A bound single-stranded RNA could stretch
across the entire catalytic cleft (about 8 to 9 nucleotides) and
exit to the solvent on both sites, at least in the dimeric con-
formation. In this way, much longer RNAs would be accept-
able for cleavage. It is noteworthy that these requirements
are met by all known or suspected RNase J endonucleolytic
cleavage sites (Figure 1B,C), that is, a single stranded region
of 10–15 nucleotides generally located between two struc-
tured regions.

Modeling of extra nucleotides extending into this channel
predicts that the contacts between the phosphate of the nucleo-
tide at position -1 and the phosphate-binding pocket are the
same in both endo- and exonucleolytic cleavage mode. This
would explain why mutational inactivation of the phosphate-
binding pocket abolishes both endo- and exonuclease activ-
ity. Nonetheless, while the RNA can position itself to lie
across the catalytic site in the monomer, direct access is
blocked by the symmetric subunit in the dimeric conforma-
tion. The enzyme must thus first dissociate into monomers
to directly accommodate an RNA for endonucleolytic cleav-
age. Since the monomeric form of RNase J1 or J2 prepara-
tions rarely exceeds a few percent compared to the
predominant dimeric form (19, 48), large quantities of
enzyme might be necessary to provide enough monomers
capable of internal endonucleolytic cleavage in vitro.

Alternatively, the RNA could be threaded through the
entry channel as in 59 exonucleolytic mode, but continue its
progression past the active site until it reaches the internal
site of cleavage. However, there is no clue from the available
structures that could explain why the active site would stay
inactive during the threading process. In addition, for a sub-
strate like the thrZ leader (17), the enzyme would have to
scan through 800 nucleotides of extensively structured RNA
to reach the cleavage site. Similar constraints are encountered
in the case of the trp leader (46). We thus believe that 59
scanning is a very unlikely mode of action for most known
RNase J cleavage sites that are far from the 59-end. Clearly,
more work is required to appreciate the extent of RNase J
endonuclease activity and to understand its molecular
mechanism.

Structural data for RNase Y are not available at present.
This enzyme is the first member of a new class of ribonu-
cleases that constitute a subgroup within the HD protein
superfamily. They combine the metal-chelating HD domain
(79) with the RNA-binding KH domain (80) (Figure 2C).
The conserved histidine and aspartate residues within mem-
bers of this family indicate that coordination of divalent cat-

ions is essential for their activity (79). Mutations in the
highly conserved HD motif strongly reduce the endonucleo-
lytic activity of RNase Y, indicating that the catalytic activity
resides within the HD domain (20). This also suggests that
it is the impaired ribonucleolytic activity that causes previ-
ously observed defects of an RNase Y mutation (formerly
ymdA) in cell and chromosome morphology (81).

mRNA turnover: endo- versus exonucleolytic

activity

The degradation of an mRNA can theoretically be initiated
by endonucleolytic cleavage in the body of the molecule, or
by exonucleolytic attack of the extremities, 39 and/or 59. All
known bacteria have 39 exoribonucleases, but they are prob-
ably not used to degrade mRNA from the 39-end on a large
scale. This would be biologically inefficient and lead to the
wasteful accumulation of incomplete polypeptides from trun-
cated mRNAs. The 39 end of bacterial mRNAs is usually
protected from attack by 39 exonucleases by secondary struc-
ture, generally an intrinsic transcription terminator. Nonethe-
less, in E. coli, a degradation route via polyadenylation
followed by 39 exonucleolytic digestion plays a role in main-
taining the steady state levels of a significant number of tran-
scripts and there is some evidence that endonucleolytic
cleavage by RNase E might provide a signal for polyade-
nylation (82, 83). In B. subtilis, 39 exonucleases appear to be
involved primarily in the degradation of decay intermediates
and a mutant devoid of all four known 39 exonucleases
(PNPase, RNase PH, RNase R and YhaM) is sick but viable
(84).

Thus, in E. coli and B. subtilis, the only organisms for
which we have enough data to allow a comparison, an over-
all 59–39 direction of decay seems to be the rule. The
observed 59–39 directionality of decay in E. coli probably
reflects the vectorial nature of transcription and translation,
which both proceed in the 59–39 direction. Since the 59 region
is transcribed first, it should also be cleaved first, providing
that susceptibility to RNase E is uniform. The principal
mRNA decay pathway in E. coli following an initial cleav-
age by RNase E, is briefly outlined in Figure 4A.

In B. subtilis, which has a very different set of RNases,
the recent discovery of novel ribonucleases requires a sig-
nificant re-evaluation of RNA decay models. The often dra-
matic effect of 59 stabilizers in this organism provided a
strong argument in favor of the biological importance of the
59 exonucleolytic activity of RNase J over its RNase E-like
endonucleolytic acitvity. However, the novel RNase Y has
been shown to play an even more important role in global
mRNA turnover and stability and can, in many aspects, be
considered a better functional homolog of RNase E, than
RNase J (20). Thus, it has become clear that endonucleolytic
cleavage has a major function in mRNA decay and gene
regulation in B. subtilis. In fact, all ten functional SAM
riboswitches in B. subtilis are substrates for RNase Y and
the enzyme can also cleave a thrS leader transcript upstream
of the leader terminator in vitro (Figure 1B). There are clear
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Figure 4 Bacterial mRNA degradation pathways.
(A) RNA decay in organisms that contain the endonuclease RNase E or a homolog and/or RNase Y, a functional analog of RNase E. In E.
coli, one or several internal cleavages by RNase E generate RNA fragments, which are susceptible to attack by 39 exonucleases (PNPase,
RNase II, RNase R, oligoribonuclease). Fragments protected by 39 secondary structure (e.g., a transcription terminator) against exonuclease
digestion are polyadenylated by polyA polymerase. This enables the 39 exonucleases to re-engage; reiteration of this process provides many
opportunities to eventually succeed complete degradation. A second 59 end dependent pathway involves pyrophosphate removal by RppH,
which generates a 59 terminal monophosphate that is recognized by a dedicated binding pocket of RNase E. Tethering of RNase E to the
59 end facilitates mRNA cleavage at a downstream site. This mechanism can also be used on degradation intermediates carrying a 59P
group. (B) mRNA decay in bacteria that contain the 59 exonuclease RNase J. Internal cleavage by an endonuclease (e.g., RNase E, RNase
Y or RNase J in endonucleolytic mode) creates a 59 monophosphorylated fragment that is susceptible to 59 exonuclease digestion by RNase
J. If present, RNase E or Y can also be tethered to this 59P and induce new downstream cleavages. The upstream fragment, carrying a
59PPP resistant to 59 exonuclease digestion, is degraded by 39 exonucleases. As an alternative, notably on mRNAs that are not susceptible
to internal cleavage and have an accessible 59 end, an RppH analog or endonuclease cleavage very close to the 59 end can trigger 59
exonuclease attack from the 59 end. This pathway is notably compatible with the observation that, e.g., a 59 proximal stalled ribosome can
stabilize the entire downstream RNA. Organisms having an RNase J do a priori not require a polyadenylation assisted decay pathway as
the 59 exonuclease activity can efficiently degrade 39 structured RNA fragments.

indications that RNase Y can also cleave in the body of
mRNAs, e.g., the cggR transcript in the gapA operon (21)
and the rpsO mRNA (49). RNase Y cleavage within the
leader sequence of the infC-rpmI-rplT operon is responsible
for uncoupling the expression of translation factor IF3 from
that of the ribosomal proteins L35 and L20 (85). A prelimi-
nary evaluation of a tiling array of an RNase Y depleted
strain actually reveals more than 1200 potential substrates,
including many transcriptional attenuators like the T-box reg-
ulated genes and confirms a potential role of RNase Y in the
cleavage of all the substrates cited above (our unpublished
results).

Even though RNase Y activity is stimulated by a 59 mono-
phosphorylated substrate in vitro, there appears to be no strict
requirement for a 59 tethering mechanism. In vivo, the
upstream fragment generated by RNase Y cleavage of the
SAM riboswitch RNA accumulates to very high levels in the
absence of 39 exonucleases, indicating that no significant
conversion of the original 59 PPP end to 59 P or 59 OH occurs,

that would allow RNase J to degrade the native transcript
exonucleolytically from the 59 end (20).

The emerging data thus clearly point to the possibility that
mRNA processing and degradation are more similar between
B. subtilis and E. coli than presently assumed, with an endo-
nucleolytic cleavage being the crucial step in initiating
mRNA decay in both organisms.

So, how can we reconcile the impressive examples of pro-
tection at a distance with a globally acting endoribonuclease
that apparently does not even need a 59-P to work efficiently?
First, we might consider that protection at a distance has only
been shown for a handful of mRNAs that, by chance, may
lack RNase Y cleavage sites. Indeed, the sacA, epr, sacB and
penP mRNAs that were more stable in vivo when fused to
a 59 stabilizer (the ermC ribosome stall sequence) (86), are
not significantly stabilized in a tiling array analysis of an
RNase Y depleted strain (unpublished results). Thus, protec-
tion at a distance will maybe prove less impressive on a
genomic scale. RNase Y cleavage sites, characterized by an
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AU rich sequence flanked by a rather stable secondary struc-
ture, appear to occur quite frequently within 59 untranslated
leader sequences containing transcriptional attenuators. Simi-
lar configurations are also encountered in coding regions,
e.g., the cggR mRNA where cleavage, most likely by RNase
Y, occurs in an AU rich sequence between two well-defined
secondary structures, of which the downstream hairpin is
required in vivo for cleavage to occur (2) (Figure 1). We
clearly need more data on how RNase Y (and RNase E)
recognizes complex substrates.

While RNase Y is the enzyme that has the most important
effect on global mRNA stability in B. subtilis, there are many
mRNAs, whose half-lives appear to be dependent largely on
RNase J1/J2 (25). For several mRNAs studied (ermC, rpsO,
cryIIIA, hbs), the generation of shorter, often more stable
mRNA transcripts is thought to be due to RNase J1 exonu-
clease activity, which trims a longer precursor before it is
partially halted, generally by a bound or stalled ribosome
(18, 87–90). In some cases (ermC, rpsO), it has been sug-
gested that RNase J1 might act as an endonuclease, but the
corresponding upstream RNA fragments have never been
detected (91).

Since RNase J1 does not work well in exonuclease mode
on native 59 triphosphorylated transcripts or RNAs protected
by a structure at the 59 end, the important question that sub-
sists is what creates the entry site. It is possible that the
initiating step is still a cleavage by RNase Y, which occurs,
for example, in the 59 proximal region of a transcript. Fol-
lowing depletion of RNase J1, the downstream portion of the
processed transcript is not further degraded exonucleolyti-
cally from the 59 end, and its steady state level is increased.
A good example for such a scenario is the tagD mRNA. Its
half-life is strongly increased (from not measurable to
2.5 min) in an rnjA/rnjB double mutant (RNase J1 was
depleted) compared to the wild type strain. Under these con-
ditions, the tagD mRNA accumulates six-fold but, interest-
ingly, as a shorter processed transcript (25). Since the tagD
mRNA also accumulates strongly in the tiling array of an
RNase Y depleted strain, it is likely that RNase Y initiates
mRNA degradation in this case.

By contrast, the yweA mRNA steady state level is not
affected in the RNase Y depletion tiling array, but the full-
length transcript increases 13-fold in the RNase J1/J2 mutant
(25). The yweA transcript is thus likely a good example to
study the role of RNases J1 and J2 in the initiation of mRNA
decay that should occur at or very close to the 59 end. In this
case, the entry site for the RNase J1 59 exonuclease activity
could be provided by the recently identified equivalent to the
E. coli RNA phosphohydrolase RppH (66) which removes
the 59 tri-phosphate group (Figure 4B) or by endonucleolytic
cleavage, for example, by RNase J itself, close to the 59 end.

We envisage that RNase J 59 exonuclease activity may
have evolved rather in organisms like B. subtilis that, in con-
trast to E. coli, do not have an efficient polyadenylation path-
way to degrade structured RNA (e.g., transcription
terminators) exonucleolytically from the 39 end. These RNAs
can thus be efficiently degraded from the 59 side by RNase J.

Another parameter that probably deserves more attention,
if we want to fully understand mRNA decay pathways, con-

cerns subcellular localization of the major macro-molecular
machineries in the cell (see below).

Multiprotein complexes and cellular localization

Available evidence indicates that, in E. coli, most if not all
of the RNase E in the cell is part of the degradosome (92,
93). The carboxy-terminal half (CTH) of RNase E provides
the scaffold for this large multienzyme complex that also
contains the 39 exonuclease PNPase, the ATP-dependent heli-
case RhlB and the glycolytic enzyme enolase (94, 95) (Fig-
ure 2). The CTH of RNase E is not essential for catalytic
activity and its removal has only a moderate effect on global
mRNA decay (96, 97). However, the CTH is important for
the rapid degradation of many untranslated mRNA (98) and
a microarray study shows that the assembled degradosome
regulates the abundance of certain metabolic pathways in
E. coli (99). The composition of the degradosome can be
modified depending on conditions of growth or stress
(100–103). Functional and structural aspects of the E. coli
degradosome have been extensively reviewed elsewhere
(104).

Variations of RNase E based degradosomes exist in other
bacteria. The psychrotrophic bacterium Pseudomonas syrin-
gae contains RNase R (105), a 39 exonuclease which is also
found in E. coli, where its expression is induced by cold and
stress (106). Streptomyces has an RNase E where the cata-
lytic domain is flanked by two scaffold domains which inter-
act with PNPase (107). The Rhodobacter capsulatus
degradosome contains the transcription factor Rho and two
DEAD-box helicases (108).

A degradosome complex assembling glycolytic enzymes,
together with RNases, has also been proposed to exist in B.
subtilis, with RNase Y being the coordinating partner. The
components identified by in vivo cross-linking and bacterial
two-hybrid screening were enolase, phosphofructokinase, the
RNA helicase CshA, PNPase and RNases J1/J2 (21, 109).
The observation that key nucleases, other than RNase E, can
also form a degradosome, underlines the general importance
of protein complexes for RNA maturation and decay. How-
ever, in contrast to the E. coli degradosome, it has not yet
been possible to isolate the proposed B. subtilis degradosome
without cross-linking, for example, by a pull-down experi-
ment. The functional importance of such a complex remains
to be analyzed.

An interesting feature shared between E. coli RNase E and
B. subtilis RNase Y is their localization at the membrane.
RNase E and other degradosome components are associated
with the inner surface of the cell (110), interact with the
bacterial cytoskeleton (111, 112) and the inner membrane
(113). RNase Y has a transmembrane domain at its N-ter-
minus and has been localized at the membrane in vivo (81).
This sublocalization might have important consequences for
the fate of an mRNA. In B. subtilis, ribosomes are prefer-
entially localized at the cell periphery and poles, and RNA
polymerase in the nucleoid, indicating that transcription and
translation occur predominantly in separate functional
domains (114). By contrast, in Caulobacter crescentus and
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E. coli, chromosomally expressed mRNAs remain close to
their site of transcription during their lifetime. In addition,
in C. crescentus, RNase E co-locates significantly with DNA.
Thus, bacteria can spatially organize translation and, poten-
tially, mRNA decay by using the chromosome layout as a
template (115). Moreover, certain mRNAs in E. coli can be
targeted to the future destination of their encoded proteins,
cytoplasm, poles, or inner membrane in a translation-inde-
pendent manner (116).

Based on these emerging data, a comparison of mRNA
decay strategies between B. subtilis and E. coli, based exclu-
sively on the biochemical characteristics of the major nucle-
ases, might not give the full picture. Maybe the access of the
relevant ribonucleases to mRNA being transcribed and/or
translated is variable due to a differential spatial organization
of these processes in different bacterial species.

Occurrence

For the first time now, we can conclude that all prokaryotic
phyla whose genomes have been sequenced contain at least
one of the three RNases (E/G, J and Y) discussed here. The
results of a BLAST analysis, using the NCBI server, are
shown in Table 1. There is no recognizable pattern that sug-
gests a prevalence of certain combinations of enzymes occur-
ring in a single organism, or hint at an incompatibility of
enzymes. Many species apparently survive with a single

member. This is the case for the archea, which only contain
RNase J orthologs, the b- and g-proteobacteria, which have
almost exclusively RNase E/G type enzymes, and the Spi-
rochaetales, which rely essentially on RNase Y.

All possible combinations of the three RNases are found
in the remaining eubacterial species (Table 1). Interestingly,
several phyla have all three RNase types. This is notably the
case for many Bacilli, Clostridia and the d-proteobacteria. It
also raises interesting questions as to the partitioning of func-
tions between the three nucleases.

There are two organisms, Leptolyngbya and Pasteuria, for
which we found no orthologue for RNases E/G, J or Y. Nev-
ertheless, we suspect that this absence rather reflects anno-
tation problems or sequence errors, as other organisms, e.g.,
Sulcia muelleri, previously thought to not contain any of the
three RNases, now clearly give positive hits.

RNases E/G, J and Y are typically prokaryotic proteins
with potentially similar functions in the species where they
are present. Nevertheless, RNase J belongs to the same fami-
ly of enzymes as the eukaryotic cleavage and polyadenyla-
tion factor CPSF-73 which also has both activities, 59 exo-
and endonucleolytic (117).

Moreover, RNase E/G type enzymes appear to exist in
several eukaryotic species, like Strongyloides ratti, Bombus
impatiens, Xenopus tropicalis, Onchocerca, Aedes and
Ixodes. Potential RNase J orthologs occur in Caenorhabditis,
Lama pacos, Ixodes, Phytophthora and Rhodnius prolixus.
The three arthropoda Anopheles darlingi, Drosophila willis-
toni and Lepeophtheirus salmoni have an RNase Y like
enzyme. The latter actually has potential orthologs for all
three RNases.

Expert opinion

The study of E. coli and B. subtilis has been very informative
in terms of understanding the strategies available in prokar-
yotes to regulate mRNA processing and decay. The large
evolutionary distance between the two model organisms is
reflected in the very diverse repertoire of ribonucleases at
their disposal. This diversity has several advantages for the
molecular biologist: we can study enzymes that are com-
pletely unrelated, highlighting different pathways of mRNA
decay that are possible and thinkable. Indeed, taken together,
the ribonucleases present in E. coli and B. subtilis represent
practically all known enzymes of this type in eubacteria and
archea. The three global players that we discussed are pres-
ent in all prokaryotes, alone or in various combinations. It is
not unlikely, that we actually now have a quite complete
picture of the major prokaryotic ribonucleases.

The presence of a given set of nucleases is probably also
related to other global phenomena in a given species. For
example, in contrast to E. coli, B. subtilis regulates a signif-
icant proportion of global gene expression via transcriptional
attenuators. These small and stable RNAs need to be effi-
ciently disposed of, in order to avoid, for example, delete-
rious titration of regulatory factors. RNase Y seems to be
very good at initiating the turnover of these non-coding
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RNAs. The RNase E-like activity of RNase Y indicates that
endonucleolytic cleavage plays an important role in mRNA
degradation in B. subtilis. This changes our perception of
mRNA metabolism in this organism, which was centered on
the 59 exonucleolytic pathway. The 59 exonuclease activity
of RNase J is very useful to get rid of RNAs with structured
39 ends (i.e., transcription terminators), especially in bacteria,
like B. subtilis, that have no polyadenylation assisted path-
way to degrade them exonucleolytically from the 39 end. It
is also noteworthy that, in contrast to B. subtilis, many Bacil-
li have an RNase E ortholog in addition to RNase Y and
RNase J. This illustrates that there exists no dogmatic barrier
or incompatibility between these globally acting enzymes.

However, we need more data on how RNases E, J and Y
act on natural substrates, including X-ray structures of the
enzyme complexed with structured RNAs. There is a lack of
understanding of what enables RNase J to exonucleolytically
degrade a native mRNA from the 59 end, in cases where
decay is not initiated by RNase Y or another endonuclease.
Is there an absolute requirement for a pyrophosphatase, or
can RNase J, under certain conditions, attack a 59PPP end
on its own? The potential of RNase Y to form degradosome
complexes requires more investigation, notably to identify
which interactions are relevant and how such a complex adds
value to the degradation machinery. We believe it is worth-
while to study model organisms like E. coli and B. subtilis
for some time to come. As we have seen, there are still
fundamental aspects related to mRNA decay and gene regu-
lation that need to be understood. Given the widespread pres-
ence of RNases E, J and Y in prokaryotes, many of the
results obtained can probably be extrapolated to a large num-
ber of species.

A major new field that has probably been neglected up to
now, concerns the notion that transcription, translation and
mRNA decay may be compartmentalized in prokaryotes to
an extent that we did not anticipate. The small size of a
bacterial cell is a special challenge to obtain meaningful
results, but live observation of the major macromolecular
machineries will add a completely new dimension, also for
the mRNA degradation field, for many years to come.

Outlook

At present, most if not all major ribonucleases in prokaryotes
have probably been identified. In a few years, we should
have a detailed understanding of all of these enzymes at the
atomic level. This requires, particularly, information about
their recognition of complex substrates and their interaction
with other partners. From the study of individual genes, we
should get a good picture of how the different nucleases
participate in controlling gene expression. Global approach-
es, like tiling arrays, will have identified many potential can-
didates that are worth looking at in detail. The model
organisms E. coli and B. subtilis will continue to provide
valuable insights into RNA metabolism for many years to
come. However, the study of other bacteria will become
increasingly important and contribute to our understanding

of the presumably important role of mRNA processing/
degradation in pathogenicity. We suspect that a number of
new proteins will be identified that can modulate and adapt
the activity of the RNA degradation machinery to specific
environmental conditions. We also anticipate that spatial
organization of gene expression in bacteria will become an
important field of investigation, and this will be aided by
new technological advances in microscopy. This aspect is
probably crucial to fully comprehend the role and impact of
RNA processing/degradation on gene expression and its rela-
tion to transcription and translation.

Highlights

• mRNA decay is a crucial parameter for controlling pro-
karyotic gene expression.

• Endoribonuclease E is the major enzyme initiating mRNA
degradation in E. coli. It can cleave its substrate, either
when tethered to a monophosphorylated RNA 59 end, or
by internal entry.

• RNase J is an endo- and 59 exonuclease. The latter activity
is not functional on a native 59PPP transcript, but requires
a 59P or 59OH extremity, potentially provided by endo-
nucleolytic cleavage.

• In B. subtilis, the often-observed strong 59-39 directionality
of mRNA degradation is attributed to the presumed domi-
nant role of the 59 exonuclease activity of RNase J.

• The 59 exonuclease activity of RNase J is required to
degrade 39 structured RNAs that, in the absence of an
efficient polyadenylation pathway in B. subtilis, are resis-
tant to 39 exonuclease attack.

• The endonuclease RNase Y, a functional analog of RNase
E in B. subtilis, affects global mRNA stability and dem-
onstrates the important role for endonucleolytic cleavage
in mRNA decay in B. subtilis.

• All prokaryotic phyla contain at least one of the three
RNases (E/G, J and Y). They can occur in all possible
combinations and some organisms contain all three
enzymes.

• RNase Y can probably coordinate formation of a multi-
protein complex, similar to RNase E and the degradosome
in E. coli.

• In eubacteria, endonucleolytic cleavage might be globally
more important than 59 exonuclease activity for initiating
mRNA degradation, but the relative contributions remain
to be established.

• Spatial organization of transcription, translation and
mRNA degradation/processing could play an important
role in how RNA decay affects gene expression.
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